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SONATA FOR TWO PIANOS AND PERCUSSION
 Gyorgy Sandor and Rolf Reinhardt, pianos
 1    Assai Lento - Allegro 13:13
 2    Lento, Ma Non troppo 6:22
 3    Allegro Non troppo 6:31

PIANO CONCERTO No. 3  
 Gyorgy Sandor, piano
 Pro Musica Orchestra, Vienna
 MICHAEL GIELEN, Conductor  
 4    Allegretto 5:52
 5    Adagio Religioso 9:48
 6    Allegro Vivace  6:24

2xHD MAStERING: RENé LAfLAMME
2xHD ExECutIVE PRODuCER: ANDRé PERRy

BARTÓK



The 2xHD logo on an album cover indicates that the recording was care-
fully selected and that the high resolution mastering was done using the 
2xHD process.  Created by producer/studio owner André Perry and prize-
winning audiophile sound engineer René Laflamme in collaboration with 
several high-end audio equipment manufacturers, the 2xHD music mas-
tering system combines the best of vintage analog with state-of-the-art 
DSD and DXD digital technology – a ‘Back to the Future’ approach.  Each 
musical project is treated with individual attention to the selection of 
equipment.

In the constant evolution of its proprietary mastering process, 2xHD has 
progressed to a new phase called 2xHD FUSION integrating a selection of 
high-end vacuum tube equipment in the mastering chain. For this album, 
the original ¼” 15 ips CCIR master tapes were played using a Nagra-T 
tape recorder which was modified with such tube playback electronics 
and connected from the playback head directly to a Nick Doshi tube head 
preamplifier using OCC silver cables. The Nagra-T, with its four direct 
drive motors, two pinch rollers and a tape tension head, has one of the 
best transports ever made. A custom-built carbon fiber head block and a 
head damping electronic system permit 2xHD FUSION to obtain a better 
resolution and 3D imaging. The resulting signal is then transferred into 
high resolution formats by recording it in DSD 11.2 MHz using a Merging 
Technologies’ Horus A to D converter. All analog and digital cables that 
are used are state of the art. The 2xHD FUSION mastering system is 
powered by a super capacitor power supply, using a new technology 
that lowers the digital noise found in the lowest level of the spectrum. A 
vacuum tube NAGRA HDdac (DSD) is used as a reference digital playback 
converter in order to A and B with the original analog master tape, per-
mitting the fusion of the warmth of analog with the refinement of digital. 
2xHD was created by producer/studio owner André Perry and prize-win-
ning audiophile sound engineer René Laflamme.
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THE 2xHD MASTERING PROCESS
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